RGS-eCELL Specifications
The RGS-eCELL is a 2 channel digital video black box recorder with smart phone link that connects through WiFi.
It has been designed and built by world leading engineers in the industry from South Korea who have many years experience in the DVR industry.
The eCELL black box DVR system records while you are driving and saves events that may happen at the same time.
When the vehicle is parked the eCELL records events as they happen in front of the vehicle and with a rear camera the back at the same time.
The information gathered by the eCELL is very valuable in disputes that occur while driving or while the vehicle is parked, with the GPS location,
vehicle speed and date/time recorded on the video image.
Snap shots of the camera image are also saved and may further help resolve disputes and can be used to identify objects by zooming in and also
helping find the correct video to download from the main black box computer.
With the advanced feature of FOTA (firmware update over the air) the eCELL can always be up to date with new software as technology advances and
to be more compatible with more devices.
The RGS-eCELL DVR black box has 2 mini cameras which fit neatly in the vehicle with little obstruction to the driver.
The eCELL black box DVR can be fitted to most vehicles including Toyota, Lexus, BMW, Nissan, Honda, Hyundai, Mercedes, Kia, Holden, Mitsubishi,
Ford, Peugeot, Suzuki, Subaru, Mazda and many more.
Specifications:

● 1280x720
● 1/3”

HD video

wide sensor

● Internal

circuit for battery discharge protection

● Smart-Phone
● Internal
● Motion
● Smart

G-Sensor

detection recording

snap shot viewer

● Supports
●3

Links:

link via Wi-Fi (on compatible phones)

up to 64GB Micro SD cards

Recording Modes (Normal, Event and Parking Mode)

https://youtu.be/HH61CWm8v8Y
https://youtu.be/ek-ca1CWDS0
https://youtu.be/x6e3vrFSzLY
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